
 P50HP-2 - Monitor

Samsung P50HP-2
The Samsung P50HP 50" plasma display gives you full connectivity
options, for professional sources and applications. With 10,000:1
contrast ratio and 1,300 nits brightness give you a high-resolution
picture that attracts maximum attention, even in brightly lit areas. 6-
way anti burn-in protection adds longevity. Built-in speakers are a
convenient way to add sound. Take connecting and communication to
a professional level. The Samsung P50HP 50" plasma display. Stand
sold separately

Matrix Video Wall

Matrix Display for Video Wall
Built-In Image Enlarging Processor suports various video
wall formats. If user wants to install Video Wall as these
formats, user doesn't need any other Video Controller
Device. Also if viewer uses video & PC Interface, additional
Input Signal Distributor is not necessary.
2 Way Multi Display format
In the case of Multi Display video wall, a major isue is how to
display naturaly without picture distortion. So Samsung's
New Plasma Monitor suports two types of video wall formats.
The first is Full mode which displays the picture regardles of
cabinet bezel. The second, Natural Mode, considers bezel's
depth when displaying picture.

RS232C In-Out

RS232C, a standard of serial communication, is used for the
communication between PC and displays. Therefore, A
Multiple Display Control (MDC), helping various displays to
be easily and simultaneously operated on PC, is possible
with RS232C function.



Save money, save space with built-in speakers.

Maximize your impact with a great picture and crisp audio.
Your message will be heard loud and clear with built-in
speakers. You’ll save money when you eliminate the cost of
purchasing separate speakers, and you’ll save valuable
space as well.

Choose the right view, landscape or portrait.

This Samsung LFD gives you the flexibility to display your
image vertically or horizontally—whatever the situation calls
for. With a pivot function that rotates the screen 90degrees
and the freedom to display presentations in portrait mode or
advertisements in landscape mode, this makes for one
versatile monitor.

A smart sensor that automatically saves energy.

Stop worrying about the lighting conditions affecting your
display. This Samsung LFD adjusts its brightness levels as
ambient light changes so your images are always crystal-
clear. And while it compensates for low-light and high-light
environments, you’ll save energy and stay eco-friendly.

Stay in the loop with DVI-out.

Enjoy superior picture quality with a DVI-out interface that
lets you share content between multiple LFDs thanks to an
easier-to-connect video matrix. LFDs used to have to be
connected to the PC individually, but digital loop out allows
you to connect them without connecting to a PC. Better yet,
the digital loop out produces a single image without any loss
of quality, and there’s no need for a separate video signal
distributor. It’s easy to install and the most cost-effective way
to connect multiple displays.



A cool way to ensure longevity.

Enjoy continuous, reliable operation thanks to a built-in fan
control. Housed inside of the LFD, the fan guarantees you
can count on it for years to come without worrying about it
overheating. You can even control the fan with an easy-to-
use on screen display.

A screen that won’t shatter your digital dreams.

When a monitor is displayed in public areas, things can
happen. That’s why our LFD offers a specially-designed,
optional protection glass. Scratch resistant and shatter-proof,
it shields the panel’s surface from any damage so you can
use it for years to come.

Twice the information, double the impact.

Whether your presentation requires a picture-in-picture
configuration or a picture-by-picture arrangement, this
Samsung LFD makes it possible. When one image just isn’t
enough, two video signals can be viewed simultaneously for
maximum impact.
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